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non-profits across international markets to best utilise 
technology and data to drive key outcomes and impact, 
with 15 years’ experience in advancement at University of 
Oxford and now Blackbaud
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within ODAR, focused on delivering insight from data to inform 
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database/CRM development, reporting and customer insight 
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WHY THE FUTURE OF DATA 
MATTERS

AKA… DATA IS A KEY ENABLER
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I am not a stranger to the dark

Hide away, they say

'Cause we don't want your broken parts

I've learned to be ashamed of all my scars

Run away, they say

No one'll love you as you are

But I won't let them break me down to dust

I know that there's a place for us

For we are glorious

When the sharpest words wanna cut me down

I'm gonna send a flood, gonna drown them out

I am brave, I am bruised

I am who I'm meant to be, this is me

Look out 'cause here I come

And I'm marching on to the beat I drum

I'm not scared to be seen

I make no apologies, this is me

This Is Me by Keala Settle & The Greatest Showman Ensemble
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SOCIAL

Consumers increasingly want to 
share activities with their online 
networks, yet institutions make 
giving private and exclusive

MOBILE

Consumers do more and more on 
the go, via their smartphone, yet the 
way schools solicit them today is 
rarely mobile-optimised

GIVING

Cheque, Cash and postal forms are 
rapidly declining as payment 
methods, yet many Development 
Offices rely on them

THANKING

Donors have increasingly high 
expectations for how they are 
stewarded, yet existing practices 
are slow and time-consuming

LIFESTYLE

Millennials and Gen Z crave 
experiences and mix life, work and 
play, yet many schools don’t seek 
to make fundraising  fun

Digital transformation is radically 
changing the way we work and live

GLOBAL

Our audiences are everywhere, 
and moving regularly, yet our 
events and communications often 
exclude those further away
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10 TRENDS TO CONSIDER

AKA… ARE YOU THINKING AHEAD ABOUT YOUR DATA?



1. Appeal Analysis
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Regular giving Appeal stages

Before Appeal

• Appeal data selection

• Appeal segmentation

• Data upload

After Appeal

• Data imports

• Appeal analysis

• Recommendations

• Programme of activity not data driven

• No analysis during appeal

• Same groups of constituents repeatedly included in appeals

• Appeal analysis in isolation

Annual planning

• Always the same 
activity programme

• Appeal segmentation 
based on giving history
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Maximise the impact of appeal analysis

Use analysis to plan future strategy

• Align with high level department 
objectives

• Identify segments/channels delivering 
high ROI

• Identify effective appeal channels and 
times for donor types (retention vs 
acquisition, demographics etc)

Avoid analysing in isolation

• Look at the whole programme of 
activity

• Analyse over a longer period of time

• Factor in benchmarking activity 
/ other institution data

Analyse during appeal

• Make amendments during the 
appeal to maximise appeal 
success

• Turning off unsuccessful 
segments and increasing 
volume of successful 
segments
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2. Performance
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2. Not all fundraisers are equal

KPI Top 25% Bottom 25%

Retention 69.5% 45.5%

Visits 129.5 51.6

First Visits 41.7 13.3

Proposals 31.8 4.0

Visit to Gift 2.2 Yrs 7.6 Yrs

Major Gifts 21.2 3.0

< 3 years
Average tenure of a major gifts 
fundraiser at current institution

> 4 years
Average time between a first visit
and eventual first time major gift

53%
Of assigned prospects are

not getting visited
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US data tells us that setting 
broader fundraiser goals than 
‘Total Commitments’, along with 
focused proposal management, 
will deliver more income and 
major donors from new hires

Key future data points for us to 
benchmark on our fundraisers:

• High Visit Count

• High First Time Visit Count

• More Proposals Submitted

• Larger Proposals Closed

2. Measuring and 
managing performance
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3. Affinity Modelling
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• Given a gift

• Been a volunteer

• Attended an event

• Updated personal details

Engagement factors

• Graduation recency (fee 
paying?)

• Scholarship recipients

• Student Union reps, sports 
club/society reps, 
Academic reps

• Student caller

• Attended graduation 
ceremony

• Importance

WeightingStudent/Education factors

Affinity modelling

Other Considerations

• Alumni/Constituent Life-
stage

• Other relevant 
demographics

• Discount engagement 
occurring significant time 
ago

• Affinity groups

• Engagement opportunities 
provided

• Alumni don't necessarily 
follow a path or journey

• Ensure interactions are 
recorded

• Types of gift (& number)

• E-communication actions

• Alumni branch members

• Social media engagers

• Community fundraisers

• General enquiries

• Replies to event invitations/ 
interest in volunteering

• Communication preferences

• Graduates vs non-graduates (and at 
what grade?)

• Multiple degrees (UG/PG?)
• Recency

• Surveys (what is 
important to 
alumni)
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Using affinity data

Select criteria and apply weightings 
carefully

Constantly update and review

With automated decision making 
processes you may need consent

• Prioritise constituents for:
• Regular giving appeals

• Prospect research and portfolio prioritisation

• Identify constituents with high affinity 
for non-giving initiatives.

• Identify constituent segments that 
need additional/different 
engagement opportunities.

• Trust your model/scores
• Use model to drive automated processes where possible 
(communications, segmentation etc)
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4. Influence
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How wealthy
is Jane?  

How likely is 
Jane to make a 

donation?

Wealth

How engaged
is Jane?

How likely is 
Jane to 

volunteer?

How influential 
is Jane? 

How likely is 
Jane to impact 

others?

InfluenceEngagement

4. Prioritising constituents
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4. Identifying and leveraging influencers

Who to identify and prioritise?
• Journalists
• Politicians & senior Civil Servants
• Social Media icons
• Celebrities
• Subject matter experts
• Company CMOs & HR Directors
• Socialites
• Trustees

What role can they play?
• Amplify your message
• Promote your brand
• Make the ask
• Speak at and/or organise events
• Open doors

What impact might they have?
• Connect to and inspire donors
• Grow admissions
• Unlock corporate partnerships
• Increase attendance
• Drive digital engagement

Influencers could have huge impact 
on your institution – so do you have a 

programme for them, and do they 
have relationship managers?
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5. Forecasting
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An example:

Concerns about impact of GDPR on contactable 
alumni population

Forecast contactable alumni numbers based upon 
response rates to previous communications (open 
rates, click rates, response rates)

Assumptions: Consent to be 're-collected' at regular 
periods (every two years?)

Forecasting

Recency

'Planning for the uncertainty of the future 
relying on data from the past and present, 
analysis of trends and assumptions based 
on experience, knowledge and judgements.  
Estimates are projected into the coming 
months or years.’

Highlighted potential impact on alumni population

Got GDPR on Institution radar early

Development Office key member of GDPR working group
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What’s next...

Future Forecasting models:

• Income forecasting

• Alumni participation

• Donor retention/acquisition

• Alumni engagement

• Communication open/click/response 
rates

• Campaign/appeal targets

• Social media reach

Scenarios/factors:

• Team investment/resource (or lack of!)

• Segmentation strategies

• Targeted engagement 
opportunities/channels

• Portfolio optimisation

• Communication frequency

• Personalised content

• Data management strategies
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6. Real-time Benchmarks
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6. THE FURIOUS
PACE OF CHANGE
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6. Using tech to 
power real-time 
benchmarking

Increased expectation
for real-time data-points 
to measure success and 

current statuses

coupled with 

Decreased time to spend 
time manually extracting 
and/or manipulating data
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7. KPIs
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Effective KPIs

Quantifiable,
measurable 

and actionable

Don't have 
too many

Aligned with
organisation

and department
objectives

Appropriately
Communicated

Collaborative

Constantly 
reviewed

Benchmarks & 
Comparisons

Ensure data is 
recorded
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• Set periodic as well as 
annual KPI targets

• Take planned activity 
into account when 
setting KPI targets

• Make dashboards 
interactive

• Ability to drilldown into 
data

Using KPIs to make 
amendments mid-
programme
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8. Cause & Consumer
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8. Our evolving relationship 
with our supporters

1.
Giving
Back

2.
Giving 

Forward

3.
Enjoyment-

Driven

4.
Engagement-

Driven

7.
Joining a 

Tribe

6.
Impact-
Driven

5.
Network-

Driven

To say thank you:  I want to give back to my educator

To change the world:  

To have fun:  

To engage:  
To inspire:  

To see results:  

To join others:  
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New data insights and connections

• The causes they want to support

• Their motivations for giving

• Their networks – including non-alumni

• The outcomes of their giving

8. Understanding and empowering our consumers

New ways to harness data

• Gamification

• Social sharing and amplification

• Real-time content

• Dynamic stewardship

“Never forget to respect your giver 
– their behaviours change all the 

time and it is your job to serve 
them, not their job to give to you”
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9. Preference
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Significant focus on GDPR

Data Management:

• Preferences module

• Solicit Codes

• Attributes

• Communication fields

• Constituency Codes

• Communicating GDPR

• Ensure data up to date and accurate

• Privacy notices

• Collecting consent & preferences

• PECR

• Managing unsubscribes

• Fear of complaints

Communications focused on:
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Focus on Engagement

• Timely

• Relevant

• Segmented

• Personalised

• Part of a 
communications
'process'

• Challenge historic 
open/click-through 
rates

• Participation in 
other engagement 
activities

• Constituent led 
content choices

• Don't overload 
constituents

• Don't have a one size 
fits all

• Don't think 
of communications as 
one-off pieces

Make communications: Takeaways:Measures of success:
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10. Campaign 3.0
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Giving

1.0

Giving +
Volunteering

Income
Admissions

Employability
Collaboration
Community

Reach

3.02.0

10. A growing role for alumni
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Assess and report on full 
outcomes and impact of:

• Funding (Results)

• Alumni Engagement

• New Programmes

Towards furthering your 
institution’s mission

10. Multi-faceted 
Campaign goals, 
backed by M&E

For example…
How have your donor-funded scholarships and bursaries measurably changed individuals’ 
lives and, collectively, the social mobility and employability landscape?
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Real-time 
Benchmarks

6

Preference

9
KPIs

7

Performance

2

Forecasting

5

Influence

4

Cause & 
Consumer

8

Affinity 
Modelling

3

Campaign 3.0

10

Appeal 
Analysis

1
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

AKA… INVEST IN A DATA STRATEGY
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Data quality

A golden thread to tie 
together your holistic use 
of advancement data
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% with Job Title, Employer, Industry

Identify and qualify 
new major gift 

prospects

Recruit careers 
mentors to connect 

with students

Segment alumni to 
invite to city 

networking events

Fundraising Employability Engagement
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BUILD A DATA STRATEGY

Invest time, resource and budget in your 
advancement data as a key enabler

Governance

Privacy

Technology

Skills

Utilisation

Enrichment

Quality

Outcomes
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The price of light 
is less than the 

cost of darkness

ARTHUR C. NIELSEN, MARKET RESEARCHER & 
FOUNDER OF ACNIELSEN
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QUESTIONS?

OBSERVATIONS?

REACTIONS?
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Useful links to visit

• University of Southampton Alumni: 
https://www.southampton.ac.uk/alumni-supporters.page

• Blackbaud Europe Resource Hub: 
http://hub.blackbaud.co.uk/

• Blackbaud GDPR Toolkit:
http://hub.blackbaud.co.uk/gdpr-toolkit

• Blackbaud Institute: http://institute.blackbaud.com/

• CASE Europe (Ross-CASE) Survey for Universities:
https://www.case.org/Samples_Research_and_Tools/Benc
hmarking_and_Research/Surveys_and_Studies/Ross-
CASE_Survey.html

• IDPE & Graham-Pelton Survey for Schools:
https://idpe.org.uk/#the2018benchmarkingreport

https://www.southampton.ac.uk/alumni-supporters.page
http://hub.blackbaud.co.uk/
http://hub.blackbaud.co.uk/gdpr-toolkit
http://institute.blackbaud.com/
https://www.case.org/Samples_Research_and_Tools/Benchmarking_and_Research/Surveys_and_Studies/Ross-CASE_Survey.html
https://idpe.org.uk/#the2018benchmarkingreport


d.j.keyworth@soton.ac.uk

dan.keyworth@blackbaud.co.uk

https://youtu.be/zgyoKX5oW3E
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